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March 1, 2012 
Ms. May Soth 
Economic Development and Government Affairs Associate 
239 South Beverly Drive 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 
Dear Ms. Soth,  

My organization, Better Bike, works to bring bike-friendly streets to our city. We’ve been 
advocating for improvements like bicycle racks to encourage visitors to Beverly Hills to leave 
their vehicles behind. Looking at the Chamber's legislative policies, there appears to be an 
interest in securing the transportation-related infrastructure that support commerce, and a general 
mission to make Beverly Hills attractive to folks who would live, work, and do business here. 
Would Chamber officials be interested in supporting bike racks for commercial areas citywide? 

We need not look far from the Chambers HQ to see the need: every day we see bikes locked 
to meter posts and poles along South Beverly. We provide no racks. Yet our city provides a 
parking space (on the street and in public garages) for every motorist that wants to visit. 

I believe that providing street improvements and racks will make our city more attractive to 
those who would bike – the ‘latent’ cyclists who find cycling here dangerous, and our streets 
unwelcome. How to attract those would-be shoppers? For one thing, we need to persuade 
Transportation officials and policymakers that the simple bike rack is not only a necessary 
transportation enhancement, but they the presence of racks encourages those who want to shop 
locally to view Beverly Hills as welcoming to them.  

West Hollywood is about to spend $75,000 on bike racks, by the way. That city today has a 
much lower vacancy rate than Beverly Hills and a lower asking price per sq. foot too. Tomorrow 
they will have enhanced facilities for cyclists to make their commercial areas more attractive to 
cyclists.  

I don’t have to remind the Chamber that retail vacancy rates are a reported 13% citywide, 
with outlying areas seeing vacancy rates approach 20%. Again South Beverly is instructive: 
empty storefronts on the 100 block suggest that Beverly Hills retailers need an increase in foot 
traffic. I hasten to add that’s not the same as motor traffic! 

If the Chamber is interested in entertaining the economic argument for racks, I’d be happy to 
talk further about how Better Bike can work with Chamber officials to make our case to City 
Hall. 

Sincerely, 

 


